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Notez is a desktop notes
software solution that
allows users to save an
important task
effortlessly. As compared
to other similar products,
Notez does not assault
users with tons of
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features, but instead it
focuses on the essential
ones. What's more, it
integrates a somewhat
interesting tool that could
very well set it apart from
the rest of the crowd.
Whenever you want to
create a new note, simply
right-click the Tray icon
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and use the dedicated
option developed for this
purpose. By default, all
notes are yellow and
configured with a timer
of three hours. This is
where the interesting tool
we were talking about
comes into play. Notez
uses a specially-
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developed system to
automatically fade out
notes as the time expires,
with every single item
disappearing completely
when the timer gets to
zero. Although this may
sound pretty helpful, you
can barely notice the
notes on your desktop in
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the last hour and it's
almost impossible to read
the text your wrote down
earlier. There are some
options though, letting
you adjust the note color,
an alarm sound file and
the font to be used for
new notes. Notez doesn't
hamper system
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performance in any way
and it seems to get along
very well with all
Windows iterations,
without requiring
administrator privileges
on Windows 7 machines.
Designed to appeal to
both rookies and
professional users, Notez
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comes with a decent
feature package, but
certain improvements are
clearly needed. The time
blend feature is quite
interesting, so with a few
enhancements here and
there, it could really
become the ace up its
sleeve. There's no
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denying that Windows 7
is a great OS, with a lot of
improvements over its
predecessor. It does have
a number of flaws,
however, and if you're
anything like me, you've
probably already
encountered them all, so
you're probably already
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aware of how easy it is to
get into trouble with
Microsoft's latest
offering. Which is why
Notez has come along, to
help you stay on track,
with its free desktop
notes solution. Basically,
it allows you to save your
important tasks, right
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there on your desktop. It's
easy to use, secure and
supports Windows 7 just
fine. Almost Better Than
the Default Tool Let's
begin by taking a look at
the Notez desktop tool,
because it's so good that it
almost eclipses the
default tool. It's simple to
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use, and the list of options
isn't particularly long, so
you'll be able to figure it
out quite quickly.
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Notez With Serial Key Download

A simple and elegant note
taking application with a
refreshing twist. With
Notez, you can simply
create notes and set the
timer to disappear after
three hours. Set an alarm
to get reminders to finish
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your notes. With Notez
you can: ✔ Fade notes in
and out automatically ✔
Set an alarm sound for
notes to disappear at the
given time ✔ Use
multiple notes and
categorize them ✔ Set
notes to expire after the
given time, or
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indefinitely. ✔ Create
notes with or without a
timer ✔ Set a custom
background picture for
notes ✔ Add notes to a
map ✔ Export your notes
to HTML and PDF
format ✔ Import notes
from a local file to your
computer ✔ Import notes
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from a folder to your
computer ✔ Import notes
from any folder in the
cloud ✔ Show notes on
the desktop ✔ Move
notes to the trash ✔ Erase
notes ✔ Configure a
color scheme for notes ✔
Set a sound for notes to
fade ✔ Edit notes
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properties and export
them as HTML or PDF
✔ Sort notes by tags,
categorize them, etc.
Notez works with most
computers and it is easy
to use. To start working
with Notez, open the
program's tray icon. You
will see a new icon appear
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on the bottom right
corner of the screen.
Now, click on the tray
icon and you will see all
the notes that you have
created in the last hour. If
you right-click the icon,
then you will see all the
available options to
create, edit, delete and
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configure a note. Notez
allows you to import
notes that you have saved
in a local file, from cloud
and from a folder. You
can also import notes
from other files into
Notez. These notes will
appear on the main page
and you can do
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everything with them that
you do with the notes that
you have just created.
You can also import notes
from a folder on your
computer into Notez.
These notes will appear
on the main page and you
can do everything with
them that you do with the
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notes that you have just
created. Notez also has
the option of exporting
notes as PDF or HTML
files. You can also export
notes to a folder or to the
cloud. The notes can be
exported as a file or as a
folder. Notez offers a
timer that can be set for
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3, 7 or 14 days. You can
also add an alarm to
remind you to delete

What's New in the Notez?

Windows; Freeware; 24
Mins; Freeware
12/5/2014 This program
does a good job at
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keeping you organized.
The most impressive
feature is the ability to
add notes to any chosen
folder. It automatically
recognizes when you add
a note and adds the new
item to that specific
folder on your desktop.
You can add notes to any
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folder and in any system
library in a single step.
You can also keep a
favorite folder of notes
on your desktop and
easily find them. It will
work great if you have
more than one computer,
because it will let you use
any set up of your system.
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It makes for a great
utility. You can search
notes that were added
anywhere with any
keyword using the search
function. Shriek Labs
Software 's NoteZ is a
great notes software that
allows you to easily
create, manage, and
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organize your notes and
share them with others.
The app can store notes in
the format of plain text or
HTML. The notes will
then be easily accessible
in order to be retrieved
anytime in the future.
With NoteZ, you will be
able to create simple text
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notes, voice memos,
reminders, and then
upload them into the
cloud to share them with
others. You can also
organize notes by folders
to be found easily. Notes
will be displayed in the
format of a sticky note on
the desktop. Notes can
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also be organized by tags
or filenames so that you
can easily access them.
The app can also be used
to create a ‘book’ of notes
that you can keep or share
with others. A desktop
timer can also be used for
to limit the time in which
notes are displayed. Notes
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can be searched for text
using the search function
or filtered by tags. You
can also import or export
notes and export them
into HTML. What’s New
in Version 1.1:* Added a
detailed and easy to
follow tutorial.* Fixed
some issues with the
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notes library.* Added
some settings to easily
customize the toolbar.*
Added a full tutorial for
creating notes.* Now tags
are searchable.* Added a
‘set tag’ option to existing
notes.* Fixed a bug where
several notes couldn’t be
dragged at the same
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time.* Fixed some minor
glitches in the
application. You can
create notes, reminders,
tasks, and even video and
voice recordings with
NoteZ Notes software.
NoteZ software is easy to
use and has very cool
features. You can find
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your notes on the
desktop, the My Notes
tab, the Bookmarks tab,
and you can also create
and save your own
custom folders. You can
use various types of
annotations, including
check boxes, clickable
images, images with
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captions, and text. You
can have up to 200 notes
with as many as 4
different tags assigned to
each note. You can also
create notes with time
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System Requirements:

OS: Vista, Windows 7,
Windows 8.x, Windows
10 CPU: AMD
Phenom(tm) X6 1100T
@ 3.20 GHz or Intel Core
2 Duo E6300 @ 3.00
GHz RAM: 4GB Hard
Disk Space: 30GB Video
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Memory: 128MB Other
Requirements: Internet:
Broadband Internet
connection is strongly
recommended for optimal
performance. Sound
Card: DirectX
Compatible Sound Card
Printer: Can be connected
via Parallel Port or USB
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